WHAT IS THE SKYWALK?

The Skywalk is a U-shaped glass cantilever bridge that extends 70 feet out from the edge of the West Rim.

VISITING THE SKYWALK

The Grand Canyon West region is owned and operated by the Hualapai Tribe, not operated the National Park Service. If you purchased an entry pass at the South or North Rim, it will not give you access to Grand Canyon West or the Skywalk.

You can purchase an admission package when you arrive at Grand Canyon West. Packages range from $45-80 for adults and about $35 for children. Make sure you choose a package that includes the Skywalk!

No cameras or personal items - including smartphones! - are allowed on the Skywalk. Professional photographers are on hand to snap that perfect Skywalk photo!

OTHER WEST RIM VIEWPOINTS

EAGLE POINT
Keep your eyes peeled for the eponymous eagle-shaped rock formation!

GUANO POINT
See remnants of a historical tram that once stretched 8,800 feet into a guano mine.